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About us and our team
 





 Waycotts was established back in 1878 and has been providing professional property advice within Torbay and the South West ever since.
 


















 
About Waycotts

We are able to advise on all types of property valuation.
 







 
Meet the Team

Our team of experts are here to help
 







 
Other Services

Waycotts Offer A Full Range Of Services To Suit Your Property Requirements
 







 
Valuations

We are able to advise on all types of property valuation.
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Useful Links
 





Whether you’re a buyer, seller, investor, or simply curious about the property market, our collection of informative articles and resources is designed to empower you with knowledge. At Waycotts, we believe that informed decisions are the key to successful property transactions.
 


















 
Tips for Sellers

First impressions are so very vital to anyone who is looking to buy a home, so ...
 







 
Whats my property worth?

We would all like to know what our property is worth, we are experts in...
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First impressions are so very vital to anyone who is looking to buy a home, so ...
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We would all like to know what our property is worth, we are experts in...







 






































 


















The page can’t be found.



It looks like nothing was found at this location.
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How we use cookies

Like most websites, we use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website.
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Cookies Settings 





 




Cookie Box Settings
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 What are cookies?


Cookies are small text files which a website may put on your computer or mobile device when you first visit a site or page. The cookie will help the website, or another website, to recognise your device the next time you visit. Web beacons or other similar files can also do the same thing. We use the term “cookies” in this policy to refer to all files that collect information in this way.

There are many functions cookies serve. For example, they can help us to remember your username and preferences, analyse how well our website is performing, or even allow us to recommend content we believe will be most relevant to you.

Certain cookies contain personal information – for example, if you click to “remember me” when logging in, a cookie will store your username. Most cookies won’t collect information that identifies you, and will instead collect more general information such as how users arrive at and use our websites, or a user’s general location.



With the slider, you can enable or disable different types of cookies:
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This website will

	Remember which cookies group you accepted





This website won't

	Remember your login details
	Essential: Remember your cookie permission setting
	Essential: Allow session cookies
	Essential: Gather information you input into a contact forms newsletter and other forms across all pages
	Essential: Keep track of what you input in a shopping cart
	Essential: Authenticate that you are logged into your user account
	Essential: Remember language version you selected
	Functionality: Remember social media settings
	Functionality: Remember selected region and country
	Analytics: Keep track of your visited pages and interaction taken
	Analytics: Keep track about your location and region based on your IP number
	Analytics: Keep track of the time spent on each page
	Analytics: Increase the data quality of the statistics functions
	Advertising: Tailor information and advertising to your interests based on e.g. the content you have visited before. (Currently we do not use targeting or targeting cookies.
	Advertising: Gather personally identifiable information such as name and location
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